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New students face stiffer
general education demands
by Tom Mays
Incoming freshmen are now
required to take additional general
education courses and continuing
students must pass an English
proficiency test in order to graduate,
according to Dr. Brett Melendy,
dean of undergraduate studies.

Artist drawing depicts new SJSU library to he completed in Fall 1980

Finished product in 1981

Library still on schedule
by Mark Cursi
Construction of the new $13 million SJSU library is
proceeding on schedule, according to a Dickman
Construction spokesman.
Located between the Home Economics and Administration buildings, the five-story, solar-heated
structure will be the home of more than 400,000 books
and special materials.
Construction, which began in September 1979, is
scheduled for completion in late 1981.
"We’ve got good sub-contractors that have worked
with us before," said Frank Borunda, construction site
supervisor.
When the new library is completed, the old library
will become the home of the Reserve Book Ream,

Two

currently located in Building CC. The older building
will also house technical services and library administrative functions.
Library director Maureen Pastine said that, if
completed on schedule, the library will be opened to
SJSU students at the beginning of the spring semester,
1982.
Heating for the new structure will be supplied by
solar panels installed on the roof. The heat captured by
the panels will be funneled through air ducts into the
basement to rock storage areas
Air ducts will bring cold night air in during the
summer for a natural air conditioning system.
The 125,000 square foot structure will have a
seating capacity of over 2,000.

A university writing requirements committee, which is under
the board of general studies, would
conduct the examinations. The
exam should be in effect next semester.
The freshmen must take additional courses in basic skills,
which changes the total number of
general education units from 40 to
49.
Basic skills, a new section added
to the general education program,
covers written conununication, oral
communication and qualitative and

street study is underway
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Study underway to determine two-way traffic on 10th Street.
by Mary Washburn
The city of San .ose has contracted for a 850,000 Environmental
Impact Report EIR to study the
City Council’s 1979 directive to make
10th and 11th streets open to two-way
traffic.
Residents of the area requested
the streets be made two-way last
year in order to reduce. traffic and

Melendy said the SJSU administration revised the general
education requirements and adopted
the proficiency test in order to turn
out graduating students who are
able to write correctly and think
logically.
The English proficiency test
should be taken before a student has
completed 90 units, according to
Melendy, most likely in the junior
year. However, all students who will
not graduate by the end of next
August must take the test regardless
of their unit total.

make access to homes more convenient.
The EIR contract was awarded
Aug. 19 to DeLeuw Cather and
Company, a San Francisco consulting firm, according to Jim
Leitner, associate civil engineer in
the city’s Planning Department.
The EIR is scheduled to be
completed in February 1981.

The EIR will focus on making
one lane of traffic in each direction
on both 10th and 11th streets.
Presently, each street has three
lanes of traffic going in the same
direction, 11th Street running north
and 10th Street running south.
An alternative plan to make
Third and Fourth streets two-way
will also be incorporated into the
EIR.
A neighborhood group from
Jackson and Taylor streets, an area
several blocks north of campus, has
asked the city to make traffic on
Third and Fourth streets two-way in
their area.
The Planning Department
modified the request, directing the
EIR to study bringing two-way
traffic all the way down to Interstate
Highway 280, Leitner said.
The city is planning to hold a
meeting on the project open to
members of the campus and
neighborhood community, tentatively scheduled for Oct. 23,
Leaner said.
A draft of the EIR will be
reviewed at that time.
In
addition,
alternatives
suggested at the meeting may also

be incorporated into the final EIR in
February, according to Leitner.
The city is presently compiling
construction plans for widening San
Fernando Street for two-way traffic
between Market and 11th streets,
according to Jerry Mooney,
engineer for the project.
The plans will be ready for
bidding in November and construction should follow shortly after
the first of the year, Mooney said.

quantitative reasoning.
Under written communication,
students must choose six units of
lower division courses and three
units of upper division courses.
Three units must also be chosen
from oral communications.
Under qualitative and quantitative reasoning, which offers
various courses in philosophy and
mathematics, students must choose
three units from each category.
As far as faculty reorganization
was concerned, Melendy said there
hasn’t been much of a change.
"The university, through the
academic senate, felt that general
education was the first priority in
terms of decisions involving faculty
and financing," he said.
may
problems
However,
develop, he said, in programs where
"everything was tightly structured."
"There is no problem in
teaching," he said, "but there is in
departments where the degree
program asks students to meet rigid
obligations."
Dr. Leon Dorosz, Biological
Science Department chairman, said
that high-technology programs like
engineering, which already have
rigid requirements, are now less
flexible due to the revised general
education program.
He added that the addition of
general education courses in these
programs has reduced electives virtually to nothing.
"I think electives are important
for students," he said. "so they can
explore areas that they would not be
able to explore again.
"The freedom of choice in a
university education has shifted the
responsibility from the student to
the faculty," he said.
Dr. Raymond Stanley, professor
of geography, said he thinks the
proficiency test and the general
education increase will help provide
the student with a far better
education than in the past.

"We’re not turning out liberally’
educated students," he said.
"I’m not sure, however," he
said, that today’s students want a
liberal education. They don’t seem
to care."
Freshman Debbie Croaro, an
undeclared major, said she feels the
increase in the G.E. program is "a
ripoff."
"We’re already taking enough
useless courses in our majors," she
said.
Freshman Bernadette Machado, nutrition major, said she didn’t
feel the increase interferred with
her major at all.
"I think students would benefit
from the courses," she said. "They
could always challenge the courses
if they feel it would be a waste of
time.
"If they have to take them,
though," she said, "it will only help
them when they get out of college."
Concerning the English
proficiency test for graduating
students, business major Mary
Mitchell, a junior, said she thinks it
is a good idea.
"People out in jobs really don’t
how
to communicate
know
properly," she said. "This test
would really help."
Occupational therapy major
Susan Somaduroff, a junior, said the
proficiency test would be unfair.
"I don’t think they (the school I
should require us to take one test to
determine if we graduate," she said.
Dean Melendy said the predicament was more of an "either/or situation."
"If the student passes the test,"
Melendy said, "he will graduate. If
not, he takes a writing workshop
course."
The course should be in effect
next fall, he said.
Dr. Hobert Burns, academic
vice president, said the addition of
-continued on back page

Blood drive ends

Minimal student impact predicted
on collective bargaining process
by Tom Mays
Students won’t play a major role in the collective
bargaining process when the California State
University and Colleges system faculty and staff
decide to elect a bargaining agent, former AS.
President Nancy McFadden said.
"I can’t see us ( students) exerting too much
power," said McFadden, currently the chairperson of
the California State Student Association ( CSSA I.
A collective bargaining bill, AB 1091, went into
effect July 1, 1979, after being passed by the California
State Legislature.
The bill grants "employees the right to form, join
and participate in employee organizations for the
purpose of representation and meeting and conferring," and also specified that students may be
represented at the bargaining table.
Before the bill was passed, the CSUC Board of
Trustees did not take a stand on it, and the CSSA also
maintained a neutral position.
McFadden said the CSSA would have opposed the
bill at the time if the student representation portion
had been deleted.
The bill passed intact, however, and gave the
student representative both access to all written
documents and the right to comment at -reasonable
times" during the bargaining process.
When questioned about the "reasonable times"
clause, McFadden said that since the student
representative will be in a neutral position at the table,
most of the comments will be between the elected
faculty representative and the board.
"We’re a third party," she said. "Students aren’t
going to get invol,(ed that much, but will get involved
when the discussion pertains to something that will
have an impact on the student’s educational environment."
The United Professors of California UPC), one of
the faculty unions vying for the right to represent the
CSUC system faculty and staff in collective
bargaining, was probably the strongest opponent of

student representation at the bargaining table, according to McFadden.
UPC President Wiggsy Sivertsen commented on
UPC’s present outlook on student representation in
collective bargaining.
"In the long run," Sivertsen said, "the biggest
concern is that students could end up in the middle of a
conflict.
"I would want them ( the students I to be careful so
they won’t become our adversaries," she said.
She added that what was in the teacher’s best
interests would also be in the student’s best interests.
"We’re talking about working conditions here,"
she said. "If teachers have good working conditions,
they’ll provid., a better education for students."
McFadden said that a conflict could easily develop
the other way, where teachers become adversaries of
the students.
"Students are always fearful that collective
bargaining could quicken the possibility of tuition,"
she said.
She added that although the UPC and CFA the
second union attempting to win bargaining rights are
presently not supporting tuition, the predicament could
change if faculty income increases were at stake.
-For example," she said, "if teachers were to
bargain for more income, the state Legislature would
have to look elsewhere for increased revenue for
educational expenses."
As of now, the scope of collective bargaining is
limited, according to McFadden, but could increase in
the future.
She said that, in the future, any changes in
curriculum or instructional expenses could affect
students to some extent.
"Students will be involved in collective bargaining
for philosophical reasons," she said.
"We, as students," she added, "should be vitally
concerned about any process that would, in some way.
affect an educational institution in fulfilling its
teaching mission."

The ROTC sponsored Blood Drive at the SJSU Student Union last week averaged 60 units per
day for the Stanford University Hospital. Blood recruiter K.C. Anderson said that Stanford was
"incredibly happy" with the results. The normal daily average is 40-45 units.
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Increased football, basketball grants justified
by Greg Miles
Stan Writer

Increased scholarships in the
men’s football and basketball
programs are expected to generate
a substantial sum of money that
could be placed back into the budget
to kep other teams operating, such
as track, soccer, wrestling, etc.
It is very important to keep
these teams stocked with good
athletes because they compete
nationally with top-level Division 1
opponents. From past experience, it
is apparent that football and
basketball presents the best opportunities to generate big dollars.
They are the major sports in the
collegiate system.
Football and basketball also
present great opportunities for

minority students to get into college
through scholarships. It gives
minority athletes a chance to get off
the streets and out of trouble. It also
gives them a chance to go on and
make careers for themselves.
Coming from a small,
predominantly black town, it is a
great feeling to win a scholarship in
football or basketball. It’s all some
people know. There are other sports
teams, but most of the school and
town’s spirit is generated around
these two sports. This is apparent at
SJSU also. Most of the school spirit
is generated around the basketball
and football programs.
With the expansion of Spartan
Stadium to 30,000 seats, SJSU has
the opportunity to guarantee big

teams, such as Stanford, the amount
of money needed to meet the
financial costs of bringing their
teams here. If the school could bring
in such highly respected teams,
more people would go to the games
and more money could be made.
If the Men’s Athletic Department wasn’t in such red ink, it
wouldn’t have to take the gamble of
cutting back the other sports for the
sake of football and basketball. The
department has no choice but to take
this gamble because it can’t afford
the loss it received last year.
It’s up to the other sports to
show they have the capability to
draw fans. If they show this
capability, they won’t be faced with
this problem in the future.
This could also be looked at in a

Anderson snubs power base,
denies student papers access
by Brian Wirth
Special Pages Edit.,

and
Brian Boyd
City Editor

It is highly unfortunate that
Independent presidential candidate
John Anderson, whose campaign is
almost totally dependent upon the
student vote in this country, should
exclude university newspapers from
an exclusive, or at least partially
exclusive interview, while on a
college campus.
During Anderson’s recent visit
to the SJSU campus, he granted
several interviews to TV news
media and Bay Area newspapers
(San Jose Mercury and Peninsula
Times-Tribune), but refused to
grant the same privilege to Spartan
Daily and Independent Weekly
reporters.
Granted,
SJSU
campus
newspapers don’t have the clout and
readership which big newspapers
enjoy, however, freedom of the
press is not discriminatory.
John Anderson was speaking on
the SJSU campus and to a throng of
SJSU students. He chose to use this
campus because he knew that a
sympathetic student audience would
make a good backdrop for an effective "media event." Our campus
was used for a show, of sorts.
The interviews, where the
candidate was questioned about his

political stands, were reserved for
the high-powered, more influential
and profitable news media.
"If nothing else, we should have
been able to confront him and ask
him ’why here? why SJSU.’ We felt
he didn’t respect us. We felt we were
being used," Independent Weekly
Editor Scott Shifrel said.
The most baffling aspect of this
incident is the fact that SJSIJ
campus newspaper reporters had
secret service security clearance
credentials, but were still not
allowed by secret service agents and
Anderson campaign supporters to
speak with Anderson.
Thus, the secret service press
credentials gave the student press
no more access to the candidate than
anyone who stumbled in off the
street without credentials. The
news-gathering capabilities of the
student press were significantly
handicapped by this treatment.
Therefore, the students’ right to
know was disregarded.
Marsha .Patt,
northern
California coordinator for the Anderson campaign, apologized, and
said the snub by Anderson and his
campaign supporters "doesn’t
reflect the policy of the northern
California campaign."
Patt admitted that college
campuses are "where the action is
for the Anderson campaign." That,
perhaps, is true, as far as uttering

pre-planned speeches to large
groups of college students with no
verbal feedback to contend with
from those groups.
However, when it comes to
letting a campus press question the
man, it becomes a different story.
Perhaps it is not Anderson’s
fault, and if not, then the blame must
be shifted to his campaign staff who
were rude, disorganized and
disdainful.
The sad thing about this entire
incident, and others like it, is that
Anderson is ignoring his power base
students. The student vote is invaluable to him, but that is all that it
is. He cares to speak to students and
tell them of his positions on various
topics, but refuses to be questioned
by those same students who support
him so strongly. Hypocrisy was
obvious in this instance.
Patt had no explanation for the
reason campus newspaper reporters
were not granted access to Anderson
even though they had secret service
credentials, and until she, or other
Anderson representatives, come up
with a rational explanation, the
matter will be unexplained.
This concerted effort by the
Anderson staff to exclude the
university press should serve to
show how much, or more likely, how
little, he thinks of the students here
at SJSU and college students in
general.

different perspective
from the
other team’s side. The cutting of the
other sports scholarships won’t
allow them to compete on the same
level as other schools in the division.
It also decreases the chances of
getting quality athletes in those
sports.
It could also be argued that
since SJSU doesn’t have the
resources of USC or Notre Dame,
the football and basketball
programs really can’t compete for
national honors. Also, in the past,
the s ccer, fencing, judo and track
teams have been nationally ranked,
and now they won’t be able to get as
many quality athletes into their
programs since their scholarships
have been cut.
But this brings you right back to

the first point, money. In order to
give these teams the scholarships to
bring in quality athletes, they must
generate money, and in order to
generate money, they must get fans
out to see them. Although SJSU has
had nationally ranked teams in
spurts other than football and
ba.ketball, the other teams just
don’t draw the amount of fans that
these two sports do.
Again, teams such as tennis,
swimming and water polo aren’t set
up to compare with the money
figures that football and basketball
generate. For example, last season,
football raised over $100,000 in ticket
sales at home games, not counting
the guaranteed money it received
from playing at other schools.
Another example, last year, the

basketball team was invited to the
NCAA tournament for winning the
PCAA conference. By going, it
generated a substantial amount of
money that could be put back into
the program.
By being televised regionally or
nationally, these two teams have a
chance to put the men’s athletic
program back on its feet, so I feel
that the president, the athletic board
and the athletic directors made the
right decision in alloting more
scholarships to the football and
basketball programs. Now, the only
problem is getting more fans out to
the games than in the past. In order
for a successful football and
basketball program, persons must
persuade their parents and friends
to come out to support the SpartanN

OF COURSE WERE VIABLE...
WHATEVER liAT MEANS!
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_letters
U.S. justified
in Iran
Editor:
Mr. Moini’s letter (Sept. 9)
asked me what justification the U.S.
had for "overthrowing" the
nationalist government of Dr.
Mossadegh in 1953.
First, it was the national

government of the fine doctor who
overthrew the shah, unlawfully
seizing the power from Shah Reza. It
took the backing of a fine government, the United States, to help
restore peace and stability to Iran.
Mr. Moini says the United States
was unjustified in helping the shah
come to power in the first place.
The allies of World War II
replaced the shah’s father with

young Reza because of the elder
shah’s pro-Nazi standing.
Speaking of the massacre of the
youth of Iran, may I point out to Mr.
Moini what Khomeini did to the
valiant young Kurds who only
wanted their homeland separate
from the barbaric and illegal
Khomeini fascist state.
To quote you, Mr. Moini, you
have "provoked by emotions to the

limit." Please, do not give advice to
me or other patriotic Americans
concerning the release of our
hostages illegally held in Iran.
May I remind you of a quote
made by Admiral Yamamoto after
Pearl Harbor. He said to his staff "I
am afraid we have awakened a
sleeping giant."
Mr. Moini, I believe I hear an
alarm sounding.
Dave Bailey
Political Science,
sophomore

Pub renovation
taking too long
Editor:
Several articles were printed in
your paper last spring, involving the
great $160,000 Pub renovation. Our
question is this: where the hell is the
Pub?
The old Pub was not what we
would call glamorous. In fact it
bordered on being a dump, but at
least it was a place to go for a cold
one or two.
It seems to us, the summer Pub
renovation has gone the way of the
painting of the School of Business,
which began in May and is still to be
completed.
Give us our Pub, or give us
death.
Matt Maki
Business Administration,
senior
This letter was signed
by five other persons

.... AND IF THE CAMPAIGN BOMBS,
WELL THE ACTORS’ STRIKE SHOULD
BE 5E1-TLED BY NOVEMBER!

Quality education
a ’smoke -screen’
Editor:
I agree with Joe Aseo’s Sept. 11
article, "Education losing priority to
the acquisition of units." Too much

emphasis is being placed on obtaining units. However, most persons are not into the existential
aspects of a quality college
education. Joe should look at the
position students are in before
berating them for playing the
numbers game.
First, there is the question of
financing a college education and
the economic position of the student.
If a person is independently wealthy,
then his decision to attend college
should be based on a genuine desire
to gain knowledge. Also, he should
audit all the courses so he doesn’t
have to worry about grades.
Second, attending college,
taking notes, studying, and doing
homework, takes too much thinking
time. It’s not like most 9 to 5 jobs,
where you don’t take the work home.
School is best dealt with by searching for ways to minimize pain, frustration and worry.
There have been attempts, such
as the School of Business
requirement of a non-business
minor, to force students to take what
they don’t want nor care about. This
was to save the jobs of instructors
teaching unpopular courses. Instead
of this nonsense, funds should be
diverted to where the den.ond is
the School of Business and the
School of Engineering. Talk of socalled quality education is a
smokescreen.
Greg Hayden
Accounting, senior

Band performs
facing opposition
Editor:
I attended the SJSU football
game this past Saturday (great
game by the way), and I have one
toestion. Why does our marching
band perform at half-time facing the
opposing team’s fans? I couldn’t see

any of the dancers (the Spartan
Spectrums) and all I heard was the
band’s echo off the opposite side’s
bleachers. It’s our band, so why
can’t we see what’s going on?
Tyler Stringfield
Business Management,
senior

Minor detail
is annoying
Editor:
I would like to respond to David
Jacob’s Sept. 10 article in the
Spartan Daily about Mexicans being
unjustly accused of being illegal
aliens. I agree with the implication
that immigration
laws
are
sometimes unfair, but there was one
seemingly minor detail that annoyed
me: the statement that "obviously
the Canadian has never been accused of being an illegal alien."
I’m afraid it’s not that obvious,
Mr. Jacob. I am a Canadian citizen
who not only was accused of being
an illegal alien, but, along with my
family, was given a notice of
"voluntary departure." That
basically means "leave on your own
or be deported." It took more than
three years of running back and
forth to lawyers, consulates and
Montreal before we got our green
card. It took that long, even though
my father made a substantial investment here and we have immediate relatives who are U.S.
citizens.
No, I didn’t miss your point, Mr.
Jacob. I realize the article had
nothing to do with Canadians, but
you made a strong statement that
was inaccurate. Anyone who wishes
to live in the United States must go
through similar procedures to get a
visa, regardless of nationality or
ethnic origin.
Angie Barns
Speech Pathology,
sophomore
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Anderson clarifies plans
by Wayne Norton
and Jackie Rae
Pr.sidential candidate
John Anderson elaborated
on his proposed $1 billion
youth jobs opportunity
program at a Friday
morning news conference
in San Francisco.
Anderson had discussed the proposal during his
Thursday afternoon appearance at SJSU. Anderson envisioned that jobs
could be created by the expansion of mass transit
systems throughout "
country and by hiring
youth to work on making
homes and business more
energy efficient.
Funds for the program
would have to come from
congresional appropriations, Anderson said. Because of these kinds of programs, Anderson said he
his not proposing an
across-the-board personal
income tax cut, nor is he
promising to balance the
federal budget by an specific date.
Anderson said Reagan
has promised a balanced
budget by 1983. Anderson
pointed out that Reagan’s
economic platform "raises
more questions than it
answers."
For instance, he
doesn’t say if he’s for or
against the windfall profits
tax," Anderson said.
Reagan’s proposals also
fail to mention where he
stands on the marriage and
gift tax issues, he said.
The candidate dismissed the Carter administration economic track record
as "abysmal" and said that
both of his opponents offer
the same sad economics."
During his SJSU
speech Thursday, Anderson hinted that his
campaign is directed at reinvigorating the "democracy of this country," and not
necessarily to capture the
White House.
"The great challenge
of this campaign is to shake
up the political system as
it’s never been shaken up
before," he said.
But at Friday’s news

Presidential hopeful John Anderson
Anderson
conference,
insisted that he can and
will win.
"It will take a great
change of attitude for the
voting public to accept an
independent candidate,"
he said. However, "I
believe we have made

great strides in the last two
weeks."
Anderson cited his
inclusion in the League of
Women Voters debate and
his qualification for federal
election funds as reasons
for his optimism.
Anderson said that he
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will not need major party
backing in order to irnplement his platform if
elected.
"My election in itself
will send a message to
Congress to find common
solutions to the country’s
problems."

Dining Commons attempts
to cut down on food waste
by Kathy Dutro
In these days of rising
inflation, it might seem
difficult to feed a hungry
student on $5.30 a day.
However, according to
Bob Woodward, Dining
Commons director, that is
exactly what the Dining
Commons does, day in and
day out.
This feat is made even
more incredible when it is
taken into consideration
that only 45 percent of the
Dining Commons’ budget
goes to pay for the actual
food. The other 55 percent
pays for labor and other
expenses,
operating
Woodward said.
That figure of 45
percent means that food
costs each dorm resident
$2.38 per day for a grand
total of $765,000 a year for
all dorm residents, he
added.
A new Dining Commons policy requires that a
student finish all of his
entrees before being
allowed to get second

helpings of anything. A
student trying to get
seconds must also wait in
line this semester instead
of going to the head of the
line.
Woodward said that
before the new seconds
policy went into effect,
about 15 percent of the food

Only 45% of D.C. budget
goes to pay for the food
prepared went to waste.
The new policy has cut this
figure considerably, he
added.
Woodward attributed
the waste problem to the
"eyes are bigger than the
stomach syndrome."
"Everything
is
unlimited," Woodward
said, so the students used to
just pile their trays high
with food, much of which
went into the garbage.
"I’ve seen eight or nine
pieces of fish on someone’s

Transit expands services to disabled
by Libby Lane
Disabled persons are
finding new freedom with
the growing fleet of Santa
Clara County buses
equipped with wheelchair
According to Jean
Poelle, one of the citizen
advisers to Ad Hoc Cornmitte on Transportation for
the Handicapped, "I think
we are probably ahead of
any other taansit district in
the nation."
Santa Clara County
Transit now has 106
coaches in service
equipped with lifts out of a
total 410 buses. These buses
cost between $89,000 and
$114,000. An additional 219
buses at $135,000 each are
to be delivered early next
year, said Doug Knapp,
acting customer services
officer. The federal
government picks up 80
percent of the purchase

price.
In 1973, the federal
government passed the
Rehabilitation Act. Section
504 applies to transportation accessibility to
the disabled. Poelle called
this "the disabled person’s
civil rights act."
Under this program,
by 1982, all metropolitan
transit districts must be
ordering new lift-equipped
buses or retro-fit existing
buses by adding lifts to
them. The cost of retrofitting runs around $8,000
perbus.
L.E. Curtis, 35, an
SJSU graduate student in
public health, has been
using the buses for the last
three years.
Prior to that, he said,
"I pushed every place or
got a friend to take me."
He said that it was not
uncommon for him to push
his wheelchair between 25

and 40 miles a day.
Curtis acknowledged
the county’s effort but said
that they had a way to go.
Currently there are only
eight bus routes equipped
with lifts which definitely
limits where he can go. He
said that he has to be very
careful
planning out a
route J that he doesn’t get
stuck.
A frequent trip for
Curtis is to the Veterans
Administration Hospital in
Palo Alto. Bus route 18 lets
him off some distance from
the hospital, from which he
has to push his wheelchair
three to five miles uphill.
He said he hopes that
bus routes 23 and 24 will
soon be equipped because
they stop right in front of
the hospital.
Another
problem
Curtis has experienced is
the lifts not operating. He
said very often he has had

to wait an hour for a bus
with a lift that is operating.
Ostensibly, all the buses on
the designated routes
should have fully operational lifts.
Curtis said he understands why ridership by
disabled persons is not that
high, because until they get
more routes and the lifts
are reliable, it just is not a
dependable mode of
transportation for people in
wheelchairs.

plate," Woodward said.
Woodward added that
the most popular dishes are
wasted more than the less
popular dishes. Using the
example of chocolate
eclairs Woodward said
that students will take
more of them because they
are a favorite, but after fin-

Nobody seems to know
how many disabled persons
are availing themselves of
the lift-equipped buses but
according to Knapp at the
transit office, there is a
concerted effort to try and
instill confidence in potential riders.
Knapp said that very
often they take a bus out to
meetings for the elderly
and the disabled to show
them how it works and let
them try it out.

ishing the rest of their
meal, they won’t be able to
eat all of the eclairs that
they got.
On the other hand, a
less popular dessert, such
as fruit cocktail, will be
because
less
wasted
students will take less in
the first place, he said.
He said that the reason
that students desiring
seconds must now go to the
back of the line and wait for
their turn is that he thought
that it wasn’t fair for them
to be able to cut in front of
students who haven’t even
had a first portion.
The Dining Commons
serves 1,100 to 1,200
breakfasts, about 1,400
lunches and 1,500 to 1,600

dinners
every
day,
Woodward said.
He said that if every
dorm resident actually ate
all the meals that they pay
for - that is all three meals
a day - it would be "absolutely impossible" to
feed the students on $2.38 a
day.
He said that all of his
calculations on how much
food to buy are influenced
by the "missed meal
factor," by estimating how
many students are going to
skip a meal.
Woodward described
the process of trying to
serve tempting meals as a
"vicious circle." He said
that if he serves too good of
a meal, then students will
hear about it and more
students will eat in the
frimolis.
However, if more
students eat in the Commons, then more food is
needed, and he won’t be
able to serve meals that
are as good, he said.
When the quality of
food drops, then so does the
number of students eating
in the Commons. After the
number of students eating
drops, then he can raise the
quality of food again, he
added.

Dance/Exercise

Also:
Ballet, Belly Dancing,
Tap, Tumbling, Jazz,
Pre-natal Exercise,
& Nutrition
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Strikers seek student aid

Tutor at alternate schools
by Mary Washburn
Lowell
Striking
Elementary
School
teachers are looking for
student volunteers from
SJSU to tutor at alternative
schools for children who
are staying home from
their regular schools due to
the week-long San Jose
Unified School District
teacher’s strike.
Striking teachers from
Lowell, 625 S. Seventh St.,
as well as other schools,
met with parents of
children from schools
affected by the strike at St.
Paul’s Methodist Church
on 10th Street Thursday
night.
Parents attending the
meeting were provided
with a phone number to call
if they wanted their
children to attend the
alternative schools which
teachers plan to set up in
churches and child care
centers in the area.
Any students who want
to tutor under the supervision of Lowell teachers at
the alternative schools are

also asked to call the
number: 286-8555.
Prof. Cindy Margolin
of New College, who attended the Thursday night
meeting, said she will be
asking interested students
in her classes to call the
number to volunteer as
tutors.
She left the meeting
room during the session to
phone potential sites for the
schools.
Prof. Bud Andersen,
who teaches Psychology
152, a lecture and lab class
in which students tutor
children at Lowell under
the supervision of regular
teachers, is not having
students go into the school
at this time.
Students in the "Child
and School Psychology"

class ordinarily tutor at the
school six hours a week.
According to Andersen, the San Jose State
campus will not be used as
a tutoring site because it
would take too long to get
an opinion from the
California State University
and Colleges system
Chancellor’s Office as to

whether or not it would be
legal to use state facilities
for this purpose.
Teachers plan to set up
classes for children from
kindergarten to junior
high, according to Jackie
Blackwell, Lowell teacher
and "picket captain"
among striking teachers
there.
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123 So. Third St.
4811. Son Carlos St.
(4081295-4336

CHICANOS/LATINOS
WELCOME WEEK
INFORMATION DAY

TUESDAY, SEPT. 16
GUADALUPE ROOM (STUDENT UNION)

0:00 AM - 4:00 PM

MARIACHIS
12:00- 1:00 PM
S.U. UPPER PAD

(408)295-5511

SAVE 10 - 50%
During the grand opening of
our new and larger store.

MEXICAN FOOD
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 17
AT

SJSU BBQ PITS

Spartan Daily
Sery In the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
USPS 509-4901
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California Member of al
ifornia Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San
Jose Slate University, during
the college year The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
necessarily those of the Asso
coded Students, the University
Administration or the Depart
ment of Journalism and Advertising Subscriptions accepted
only on a remainder of semester
basis Full academic >ear. 915
Each semester, rl 50 Off rampus price per copy, 15 rents
Editorial 277 3181 Ad’ 1, ado,’
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Sept. 3
Thru
Sept. 30

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

SOCIAL GET TOGETHER
ENGINEERING
GRAPHICS
INTAGLIO
AIRBRUSHING
FRAMING
MAT & I BOARD

34 W. Santa Clara St.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 19

(408) 292-6748

CALL FOR INFORMATION

FINE PAPERS
FINE ART SUPPLIES
FINE WRITING
INSTRUMENTS

277-2404
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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gpartans second half surge tops Cougars
by Jerry McDonald
SPOKANE, Wash.
With Steve Clarkson
passing with deadly accuracy and the defense
playing its most inspired
ball to date. SJSU turned a
17-3 halftime deficit into a
31-26 win over Washington
State before 18,153 fans arid
a regional television
audience Saturday afternoon in Spokane, Wash.
It was Washington
State’s opening game of the
season and sends its record
to 0-1, while SJSU improved its record to 2-0.
Things looked bleak for
the Spartans at the half.
The Cougars, behind their
rugged quarterback Somoa
Samoa, had ground their
way to a 14 point lead just
as the second quarter gun
sounded.
A different Spartan
team emerged in the
second half after a talk
with head coach Jack
Elway.
"After the first half,
they thought we would be 9
noseguard
breather,"
Casey Gulliford said.
"Coach Elway told us
they’d let down some and
they did."
A slow starting
Spartan offense contributed to the first halt
woes. A touch of irony was
added to the game when on
the very first play from
Chevrolet
scrimmage,
offensive player of the
game, Clarkson threw an
interception to defensive
player of the game Ken
Emmil.
However, the Spartan
defense held Washington
State quarterback Samoa
to just five yards on three
carries and the Cougars
were forced to settle for a
19-yard Mike DeSanto field
goal.
Cornerback Gill Byrd
set up the only Spartan
score of the first half with

a long tmie and at the end
of the first half the hitting
wasn’t as crisp and they
just seemed to sink."
State
Washington
began the second half
trying to put the Spartans
farther behind as Tim
Kearse fumbled the
opening kickoff on the 22.
But the Spartan defense
pushed the Cougars back 11
yards and forced them to
settle for a 48-yard field
goal by DeSanto. DeSanto’s
booming kick would have
been good from 60 yards.
the
Then
came
oneslaught
four consecutive scoring drives on
successive possessions, the
shortest being 62 yards.
After looking every bit
the jittery sophomore in
the first half. Clarkson
suddenly looked like a
seasoned pro.
"I can’t let those early
interceptions bother me,"
Clarkson said. "III throw a
couple in the first quarter.
so what? I still have three
more to catch up."
And catch up they did.
With 13:09 left in the
second quarter, the
Spartans ran off a crisp 80yard, 10-play drive, the key
plays being a 12-yard
screen pass to Gerald
Willhite and a 49-yard
streak from Clarkson to
t, , 1), 10,,,phy
Mark Nichols.
Willhite.
Spartan quarterback Steve Clarkson passes to tailback Gerald
’The touchdown came
Clarkson and Willhite combined for another impressive performance on a third and goal pass
Saturday as the Spartans won their second in a row, defeating Washington from Clarkson to Rick Parma from three yards out.
State 31-26.
After a blocked conversion,
his first of two in- tinued to lack continuity defensive adjustments on the score stood at 20-9.
On
their
next
terceptions. From the and before the end of the the strong Cougar ground
possession, SJSU didn’t
Cougar 24 yard line, the first half the Cougars put game.
They
waste
as
much
time.
"What we did was slant
Spartans could only make together a 66-yard, 12 play
it to the 6, and Mike Berg drive, capped by a one- our linebackers back to the drove 80 yards on lust three
converted a 20-yard field yard dive by Samoa, to short side to cut off the plays with a 15-yan. ’ass to
goal.
short side draw they were Tracy Franz, a 15-yard
take a 17-3 halftime lead.
In the second quarter,
"At halftime I told having so much success roughness penalty, and a
after a second Clarkson them the offense had gotten with," defensive coor- 46-yard bomb for the score
to a leaping Stacy Bailey.
interception, Washington us in a bind and they would dinator Lon Troxel said.
On the play, Bailey
State drove 45 yards on the have to get us out of it,"
"We had some turground and took a 10-3 lead. Elway said. "1 told Steve novers in the first half and moved into third place on
SJSU’s offense con- (Clarkson) just to throw couldn’t get anything the all-time Spartan
the ball like he can throw it mounted," Elway said. yardage receiving list.
A Gerald Willhite
and relax."
"The defense kept up close,
SJSU also made some but they had been on a field conversion run closed the
score to 20-17.

Football statistics
WSU

3

0

II

14

31

Net yards offense

3

II

3

6

26

Offensive plays

67

Yards rushing

200

401
59
114

57
93

287

10/6/2

28/21/1

4/43.5

2/43 5
157

rushing plays

DeSanto 19 FG

5.15
Berg 70FG
WSU
Harris 11 run DeSanto kick)
Samoa 1 run DeSanto ck
WSU
DeSanto 48 FG
WSU
Parma 30655 from Clarkson
SJS
(kick blocked)
SJS
Bailey 46 pass from Clarkson
1Willhite run)
Whatley 7 pass from Samoa
WSU
kirk blocked)
KearSe 19 pass irons Clarkson
SJS

Net yards passing
Aft Comp Hi
Punts Average
Return yardage

110

Penalties yards

7.641

Fumbles/Lost

Clarkson S
WSU Harris 1701. Samoa 21 57
Ramberg 9 31

SJS
Fran: 33 pass from Clarkson
/Burg lurk

PASSING

TEAM STATIS,ICS

WSU

WSU
by rushing
by passing
by Penalty

IS
15

SJS
7i

1-2

3.37
4-I

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING
SJS Willhite 23 100. KearSe 19

(Berg kick)

First Downs

293

515
713s

ClarkS00 71 242. 2115 yds..
Samoa 6 10 2,97 yds . 1 TO

RECEIVING
Willhite 7 30. Front 269
SJS
usrse 330. Nichol% 270, Parma 2
Il ar1111, 146
vIINIJ

State
Washington
moved out in front 26-17
after the Spartans only
defensive breakdown of the
seond half when Samoa
found Mike Wilson all alone
behind SJSU defense for 58
yards.
The play set up a
perfectly executed sprint
out touchdown pass from
Samoa to Jim Whatley
from seven yards out.
Clarkson the led the
Spartans to within two,
mainly with short passes
on a 62 yard drive. The
score came from a pass to
a wide open Kearse,
coming out of the backfield
over the middle.
Clarkson was red hot
now, and there was no
stopping him.
"My favorite quarterback is Ken Stabler,
because he’ll take those
short passes and get you
back in the game,"
Clarkson. said. "That’s
what we tried to do."
In the second half,
Clarkson completed a
Stabler-like 13 of 15 passes
for 224 yards and four
scores.
The game winning
drive started with 8:50 to
go. The Spartans drove 64
yards on just four plays
with the big plays being an
18-yard pass to Parma over
the middle and a 33-yard
scoring pass to tight end
Franz down the right
sideline.
With the score now 3126, it was up to the Sartan
defense who forced the
Cougars to punt after just
one first down.
Behind the running of
Willhite, who had his
second consecutive 100yard game, the Spartans
ran the clock down to 35
seconds when a Samoa desperation pass was intercepted by Byrd to seal the
win.
"Coach Elway and
coach Dennis Erickson did
a great job calling plays,"
Clarkson said. "They were
dropping their linebackers

deep, so we were taking
them short."
"We can’t win all of our
games with just playing
offense for half a game,"
Clarkson said. "We’ll have
to be more complete."
no
was
"There
physical mis-match out
there as far as us being
mis-matched," Washington State coach Jim Walden
said. "The last two drives
they scored on us, we
helped them with penalties
which got them into
position."
pressured
"We
Clarkson the only way we
can," Walden continued.
"You can’t blitz steam like
that because they’ll throw
the swing pass.
"We tried to come with
four rushers as much as we
could," Walden said. "We

didn’t make them earn
things through the air."
"The line played super
all day, especially considering they were on the
field so much in the first
half," defensive line coach
said.
Gaskins
Wally
"Casey, Rod (Traylor),
and Larry Alexander all
came up with big plays."
The Spartans defensive
line outplayed their highlytouted Cougar offensive
front, and their star,
potential first round draft
choice Allan Kennedy (6-7,
285).
"If he’s an AllAmerican, the I’m one
too," Alexander, who
played opposite Kennedy
and made numerous fine
plays, said.
Nobody disagreed with
him.

OLD WOW GAIWE
Service and Repair on
Imports and Compacts
ring 280-0844
IR S. 8th St., San Jose, CA 95112

Get the edge! Prepare to take the

LSAT
Law Schools Admissions Test
Class meets Saturdays, Oct. 25-Nov. 22, 1980,
9 a m.-12.30pm,
Business Classroom Bldg. 112, SJSU campus
Total teem $80 including materials’
For further information:
Office of Continuing Education
Journalism Classroom Bldg. 136B
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
(408) 277-2182

San Jose State University

ATTENTION!
December ’80 and May and
Summer ’81 graduates. Many
employers will visit the
campus this fall to
interview for anticipated
career opportunities.
Complete information is
NOW available at Career
Planning & Placement.
Bldg. Q (by Bus. Tower).
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Rewards. Respect. Growth.
Sound Management.
Credibility. Direction.
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Without a doubt. you’ve heard these
words plenty of urnes Some people call
them "buzz" words because they’re
supposed to draw your attention.
At Signetks, we do more than simply
attract you with impressive sounding words
We make them come to life
We’re settmg the pace for the ’80s in the
semoccmductor industry
And we offer college graduates
challenging career opportunities in a variety
of exciting areas, including all phases of
engineering product. design, process, test.
reliability quality assurance, and failure

We’re seeking individuals with a bachelor.
master’s or Ph 0 degree in electrical.
mechanical or chemical engineering, material
science, computer science. physics.
metallurgy, electronics or industrial
technology
While most of our openings are of a
technical nature, we encourage you to
contact us about non -technical opportunities
which exist from time to time in Finance.
Sales, Administration, Personnel. Material
Control. Marketing, Production. and other
Support F.ncnons

analysis

We’ll be on campus
Thesday, October 7

Record s
Albums -1.98

is extra
Where you start your
ordinarily important Your first joband
what you do with it will shape your future
for years to come Take time to review the
Signetks Recruitment Binder which you will
find in your Placement Center You’ll learn

&up

about our opportuntites in Caltforno. Utah
New Mexico Or, write to Signetics
College Relations. Opportunity CP 80, 811
East Argues Avenue. Sunnyvale. CA 94086
We are an equal opportunity employer
Permanent residency visa preferred
and

The Good People Company

Get Your Favorites at Big Discounts!
Top Artists! Major Labels!

subsidtar y

Many, Many More! Classics included!
Come Early for Rest Selection.
cp

Cassettes

Sept. 15-19

3.98
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Spartans triumph 3-1

Lady Spartans edged out in season opener

by Joe Abet)

SJSU shows flashes of brilliance in loss
by Joan Casserly
SPerts Editor

The enthusiasm of the
crowd, which numbered
about 400, was only surpassed by the enthusiasm
of the team itself.
But the fervor of the
Lady Spartans volleyball
team was not enough to
stop the smoking Arizona
State Sun Devils, who took
three games out of five,
Friday night in Spartan
Gym,
Arizona State improved its record to 8-1,
while SJSU slipped to 0-1.
SJSU captured the first
game, 15-9, in a contest that
was highlighted by the
hard hitting of sophomore
starter Joyce Sprout.
Sprout, a 5-6 returnee from
last season’s varsity team
furnished Arizona State
with
quite
a
few
devastating spikes.
Also impressive in the
off,msive department for
the Lady Spartans was
freshman Kim Kayser, one
of the starting hitters, who
throughly dominated the
Sun Devil blockers with
some powerful hitting.
But it seemed that an
entirely different SJSU
team took the court for the
second game as the
momentum shifted to the

photo by Cno Buonocore

SJSU’s middle hitter Jodi Breding, a 5-11 sophomore, gets ready to spike a
set by Joyce Sprout in Friday night’s marathon match with Arizona State, in
which SJSU lost in five games.
In the third game
Jan
Sophomore
Sun Devils.
The game, for the Lady Harman gave SJSU some Harman and De Anza
Spartans, was plagued with offensive punch with a transferree Sandy Zobel
missed hits and serves and quick attack spike. But in demonstrated fine blocking
SJSU quickly found itself all, the offense and the skills, snuffing Sun Devil
behind 6-0. The crowd was defense for SJSU was Edison.
In addition Zobel had
nothing to speak of as they
silenced.
two smashing hits to give
Arizona State fresh- went on to lose, 15-3.
But SJSU regained it SJSU its final two points in
man Teri Edison, a 6-2
middle hitter, used her composure and confidence the game.
And that was the last
height to its fullest ad- to take game three, 15-7,
vantage and supplied SJSU despite the effective serves taste of victory for the
with numerous unretur- of the Sun Devils freshman Lady Spartans as they
went on to drop the next
Sue Cores.
nable so ikes
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T.shirt for sale.
For information

There’s Still Time to Enroll!

call 287-8258

For mere info. aeon cell 446 4720

Tennis
Dresses & Skirts
from $3.00

Offer good for:

add

Fre .972 Buses all Bugs Karmen Shies
Fastbacks squarebacks and Things

r....milmilmime..1.....
Bring in this coupon for special 2 for I 1
I
Iitem on first purchase.

11th & San Carlos

2941562

VISA

Sizes 4-18

Discontinued, seconds - items at greatly
reduced prices - less than wholesale. Check
out our 51.00 barrel!

SPARTAN MOBIL

Location
Auxiliary Gymnasium
Admissions/Records Of& v
Admissions/Records Office

Anza College
nDe
21250 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, California 95014

BIG ASH HOLE

Semester)

All For

Set timing
s
carbursinf

Registration Information

-

(Good All

3 Check compression

Fall Quarter Begins Sept. 24
(Ends Dec. 18)

Running
Shorts & Tops
from $2.00

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

2 Adios! valves

De Anza College

Time
8 a.m. -4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

SPORTSWEAR
MFG. OUTLET
Wormups
Velour & Terry
from $15.00

Need a unit? You should consider

Date
Friday, Sept. 19
Monday, Sept. 22
Tuesday, Sept. 23

Forwards Guilio Bernardi and Sergio Cardosa lived
up to their advance billing when they scored three goals as
the SJSU soccer team defeated UC-Santa Barbara 3-1
Saturday night at UCSB campus.
Bernardi was the team’s leading scorer last season
with 20 goals, Cardosa scored 65 goals at De Anza College
before transferring to SJSU this season.
Soccer coach Julie Menendez was proud of the team’s
performance before a difficult crowd in Santa Barbara.
"The whole team played really well considering that
the crowd was pretty hostile towards us," Menendez said.
’They called us foreigners. That really got us tired up."
Bernardi scored two goals for the night as well as one
assist. Cardosa scored one goal and one assist.
The Spartans are drastically improving on offense as
they took 18 shots on goal as opposed to 17 Gaucho shots.
The Spartans took only 12 shots on goal last Friday as they
lost to Chico State 1-0, and took 13 shots on goal last
Sunday in a winning effort against Santa Clara 1-0.
The defense remains a strong point for SJSU as
goalkeeper Britt Irvine stopped a penalty kick near the
end of the game.
Saturday night’s win gives the Spartans a 2-1 record.
The Gauchos even their record at 1-1 after defeating Cal
Poly-San Luis Obispo 3-1 Tuesday night.
The Spartans return to action tomorrow night as they
help open the season for the Hayward State Pioneers at 8
at Spartan Stadium.
"This game (against CCSB) has made us all fired up
for Hayward State," Menendez said.

Bug Problems?

Tune
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team is they played real
well together," Knight
said.
Arizona State coach
Dale Flickinger felt SJSU
played quite well.
"They were better than
I thought," Flickinger
commented. "We had
trouble with their quick
attack and they ran the
quick set very effectively."
Flickinger added that
SJSU seemed to have some
problems with their serves.
SJSU wasn’t so successful in the UC-Davis
Tournament on Saturday.
The Lady Spartans split
with UC Davis, 15-8, 9-15,
defeated Hayward State,
15-5, 15-7 and lost to
Oregon, 12-15, 7-15. In the
consolation bracket SJSU
lost to Cal State Dominguez
Hills, 8-15, 14-16.

-Sand 15-10.
two games, 15
The fifth game, which
hard
extremely
was
fought, saw SJSU fall
behind 7-1. But with the fine
spiking of Kayser and the
impressive combined
blocking of Kayser and
sophomore Jodi Breding,
SJSU quickly moved within
two points of Arizona State,
10-8.
Arizona State setter
Joan Oakley was very
instrumental in the team’s
victory as was 6-0 hitter
Lisa Stuck.
SJSU assistant coach
Carol Knight was pleased
with the team’s performance, especially
was
considering this
SJSU’s first match while
Arizona as already played
eight games.
"The strength of our
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classifieds
Announcements
Baseball cards, yearbooks and world series programs,
,
Statues,
sports
n ut
memorabilia . QUICK CASH. See Dr.
Lapin, Bus. Tower 743, or call 837019I.
SJSU SIERRA CLUE is meeting
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Guadalupe ROOM. Some
coming activities include: cycling,
backpacking and mountain cumbing
trips, beach parties, etc

STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and save money, too.
Enroll newt! Information at A.S.
Office, or call 37141111.
FURNITURE?
Call Cart Furniture Rental
tes-0433
095 Stevens Creek Blvd

Santa Clara, CA 95054
IMAGINATIVE MUSICIANS
WANTED
Keyboard player, bass guitar ist and
drummer to start original band
Style somewhat like James Tay tor
Serious only Call 111 9357

HI SKI FANS!
Memberships an Still available for
this year. Stop by the Ski Club table
next to the Student Union. Non.stu.
dents are welcome. Get ready for
the Barnyard Blast on Sept. 27. For
more Information, call Sandy W371.
4237, Shirt.* at 1U 0003 or Dan at
1111-107.

opportunities In living your faith
Join as atter me 9 p.m. Sunday mass
? the

Newman Center.

UNDERGRADUATE DEAN’S AD.
VICE TO STUDENTS: If you plan to
drop a class. or Mink you al
have, make sure you do it officially,
"U" (which
or you may get
computes as an "F") at the end of
. Take your papers to
Me se
Hi. Student Union by Friday. Sept.
19. Double check the computer code
numbers Otto. class. Keep your re
Ceipt. About 400 students year get
-0" memo they only thought they
Actually, Moir
dropped
names stayed on the rrrrr roster
then a "U"
gave
instructor
and the
(for unofficial drop). A U" some
times does enough GPI demalle to
disqualify students Hence, this el
fort is to help you avoid potential
pitfall of registration. Best wishes
fall semester. rett
for
Melendy, U rrrrrrrr mite Studies.
CAMPUS MINISTRY WORSHIP:
PeoteMent. S p.m. Sundays. Roman
Catholic, 1 p.m. Sundays and Episcopal. 4,30 p.m. first and third Sundays at the Campus Christian Cen
ler. 100 5 lath Street

Milpitas

studious

We

percent of gross plus bonuses. Our
agents average 5200 and up per 24

LOOKING

Lost and Found

For Sale
_
SEX and DRUGS and ROCK and
ROLI mean you need nutritional
supplements! High gimlets vitamin
packets available then Cindy. Call
291 41117.
IBM typewriters. One Model C. 5525.
and one Executive Model C, 0270.
Call 20.3117 eves.

OFFICE

ASSISTANT: Russell’s
Santa Chore or San Jose

Furniture,
(First and Trimble/

LOST: 3 Journalism texts on 1/9 in
JC 224. If found, please call 6564409

Personals
I WOULD like to find a woman
companion to share my apartment, I
am a handicapped man with a voice
defect Call 799 7301 attar S p.m.

INMATE at San Quentin wishes to
develop meaningful relationship
politically
liberal woman
whose lifestyle reflects the mood of
the ’70s.
Inmate is
white.
34.
financially secure and
will
be

With

for

Training provided
Over

II

bilingual

Also

the

Call

insurance fraud. Picture and
intro will be exchanged with Same
Write to Richard

COS430,

Mandel!. P.0 Bo,

San Quentin, CA 94974.

Your

wedding

Spanish

grades soar with
dynamic studying. an exciting new
approach to studying that shows you
to concentrete. organise material
your

remember more effectively.
Send 54.35 to Dynamic Studying. 53
Cumberland St., San Francisco, CA
and

94110.
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR WOMEN!

Fast, professional.
II. Theses and term

specialty.

Reports.

manuals, resumes, etc.
Eastridge Area ’209-4003

UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM
ASS 1300 4 -way Speakers, All 5
components manufactured by

E ASYTYPE

Pioneer. Still in boxes. 5300/pr. Call
Mike in Hoover Hall 17 277-0321.

and accurate. Call 249.0412.

TYPING

Accuracy,

SERVICE.

term papers.

Fiat

U ST PRICES
BEST MACHINE
BEST TYPIST
ON. 3RD.. No.1123
187.4155
2

20 years experience. All
nearness.

guaranteed. IBM Corr.
Sel. II. So 03/blossom Hill area.
Call Kathie 1157E1216 from 9 am. to

deadlines

PROFESSIONAL work done! I can
Mu anything? Call Sylvia at 297-

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
TYPING 247 2750
2055 SEVENTH ST

EXPERIENCED TYPIST
quality

work

Papers

Wilt
type anything.
Selectric II. Call Connie at 394.3047.
Theses,

term papers, Mc.
Reasonable

E xperienced and fast.
rates Call 269 MN

cake popper for your lane
bridal shower or bacheiorett INHW

SAN JOSE. CA

High

returnee

moony

TYPING
TYPING
Research, theses, MC.
IBM Self-Correcting II. Sante Clara
area. Call Cynthia at 247.8433.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING . Theses.
protects,
etc.
IBM
Correcting 11. Call Cynthia SI 147.
8433 (Santa Clara), or Mary at 940.
Mel (Mt. View).
papers,

3193.

Typing
formats.

TYPING

Reports, theses,

John at 441 2300.

TYPING IBM Selectric II 10 year,
experience. Student papers. IlleSeS,
legal,
technical
and
equations.
Reasonable rates

Call

Rick at

749 0304

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER:
Roman Catholic and Protestant
campus ministries offer religious
sercoes. studs group, silcwi event.
and counseling 2005

:0th St , phone

Dan Derry Sr Joan
L ynda DeManti. Rev
Peter
Rev
Firnhaber

Panella, Ms
Norb
Koopman.

Community

Classified ads
really work.
Place an ad and
get results today!

TYPING. One letter to large mail
lists. reports, manuals or resumes.
Quality work at reasonable prices.
Call
THE
EXECUTIVE’S
t 280 1148.
ASSI
TYPING: ACCURACY. NEATNESS
AND DEADLINES GUARANTEED Exp in masters, reports.
and

dissertations. Approved by
SJSU Grad. Office IBM 501. 11. Call
Janet at 227 9525

Association for the Retarded at 056
0911 or 964 1259.
A VERY good opportunity to build
basis. This could boa lifetime
with very good income and rewards

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT. Earn
from 5150 to S250 per 25 hour wookinq
week Hart working individuals will

C112911 2300 after 5

earn morel Call

REGISTER VOTERS
Good II Good hours Incentive Program.
Outdoor Work, Calf 4411-11433

DR IvER,WAREHOUSEMAN.

your own business on a part time

HIEL rrrrr
BY MELPINGOTHERS
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
NYLAND PLASMA CENTER
35S ALMADEN AVE

and bonus. For interview, call Mr

Burns at 9M7151.
MODELS:

Photographer

needs

models for outdoor work
Fee paid Send name. phone number
will
and xnapshot lit available
Pitcairn
MN
to Dave
return)
C
Morgan 1.1
Holiday Or CI
female

es037

or

evenings

rail

77, SOSO

Werliiii),Tir

Print Your Ad Here:
(ULM! alleeMeinilleiS

Iwo

Three

our

Frye

add,
none,

day

days

days

days

days

day

$280

$350

1.705

54 05

54 20

S FIT

paean Contact Scott 00 727-7110.

don,,

83 50

14 20

14 55

14 75

SO 90

0 70

Ounce

8420

1490

85 25

55

85

60

0 70

61,0,,

8490

85

0595

$n

30

170

Housing

nem

drapes

Print

name

Address
City

MINT FOR RENT
Furnished 7 bOrm . 3 ha AEK
paint,

60

45

Enclosed is I

Each additional line add
I 70

Fresh

for each linei

Each
One

3 Imes

-

30 leiter s and spaces

(Effective: Fall 1 9801

PART-TIME POSITIONS open now
Phone survey for political Cam

FOR
INFO OR APPOINTMENT

money. Most rrrrrrr Motives earn
$4 37 per hour Guaranteed sham

54 SO

per hour. 4 NM" daily or severe,
days per week Steady Heavy meal
boes Good driving record For all
I rrrrr iew, .11 Mr Otto at 20f-4000

CALL 294 6535

PART TIME
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Monday Friday
evenings and
Saturday mornings. Telephone
sales Easy Way to earn lull time

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

544 04011

1 bdrrn 1.1/2 ba
Fireplace. 1.700 square feet, partial
basement Reduced 570.0.10 to sell
Good area. walking distance to
SJSU Good student rental alt S
lath St Call George at 7110 1302 or
/

! 70

1 70

0 70

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
!;an Jose, Calif Ornia 95192

Serneeter Rem all issues

Nicely

- FOR SALE Super

S 70

Mkurnurn Three Lines Orin Um
510,0.

furnished. S420 a month phis deposit
Neer SJSU. Adults. Call /117.7090.
Cheek

03000

Classlfocatton

Call Marlene M

217 SM2

Male

2900014. Fr

SIGMA CHI
LOVES
CHI OMEGA

Flenible hours.
hiring

wedding

a

fines, award winning photography,
call

WATCH

cooperate in a work study program.

at Me 7393 or Mrs.
Wiegman at 243.9042.

papers

lobs. Call Roy at 700 6917.

released in 1911. Is considering ear
Area roots. Serving short sentence

Call Mrs. Green

a

MOVING AND HAULING. Hare
large ?ruck evadable for all sorts of

70 to 30 hours
week, days, evenings and
per
weekends Excellent experience for
will
any
We
to/Nor.
business

COMPANIONS: To disabled children/adults. 53.35 per hour to start.

Help Wanted

for

Photographs by John Eric Paulson
are expressions of love soft, elegant
and universally understood. For the

or contact Journalism Office.

hours for students. Call (408) 864
0250 for appointment

ASSISTANT.
WAREHOUSE
Russell’s Furniture 20 to 30 hours
per week, days, evenings and
. Calf Mr. Ted at 263 7344,
or apply in person at ISO E. Trimble
Road airiest Street, San Jose.

ALL TYPING
accurate. Set.

Stereo

utilities and phone Call 76.1 0230

hour week. Work evenings and
Saturdays or mornings.
Perfect

FOR SALE: 1971 Pontiac Firebird.
AM/FM cassette power windows,
tilt wheel. 26,000 miles. Like new!
55,395 or best offer. Call 244-0731.

Services

house
In
1170 per month, including

photographer?

Service Program. 40 percent to 53

Automotive

ROOM FOR RENT to
female student Nice

DIRECT SALES
need motivated, responsible

individuals to enroll residential and
business customers in our Auto

HELP STOP THE PERIPHERAL
CANALII Sign flu referendum
petition es soon as possible!
Available at W FFFFF n Moun
teinmrine, or call 2111-4301.
NEW Christian Life Community
O0000 forming! Discover the soy and

WORK WITH developmentally
disabled 140.1 In home on weekends
for non-prolit agency. Possible
credit. Car required. Start 53.71 per
hours plus mileage. After 4 months,
14.20 per hour. Call 7274170.

to lois, 045

00

I’: lines 100 00

277-3175

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Announcements

Help Wonted

Personals

Autornotiv.i

Mousing

Service.

FM 8Na

Low end Found

Stereo
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Night patrol staff doubled

Dorm security increases
Ay Kathy Dutro
The number of residence hall security tliuns has been
doubled to increase security in the dorm area.
Last semester the teams had a total of six personnel.
A team of two patrolled the dorm area every night from 10
p.m. to 6 a.m., according to Will Koehn, head of dormitory
security.
The teams checked for security risks such as outside
doors that were propped open. If any difficulties arose, the

New department
for Engineering
In a move designed to
combine the curriculum of
computer science engineering, the SJSU School of
Engineering has created a
new department this
semester, increasing the
number of departments in
the school to eight.
The department of
"Computer Science
Engineering and General
Engineering," under the
chairmanship of Dr. Elden
K. Shaw, will house the
records of approximately
620 students -414 computer
engineering
science
niajors and 206 general
engineering majors.
"It’s really a reoganized department,"
Shaw said, "combining the
master of science degree in
computer and information
science with the degrees in
general engineering."
Currently, there is no
undergraduate B.S. degree
in computer science, but as
department
the
progresses, Shaw said that
he hopes it can offer one
soon.

Students in applications
solve
programming
computer
specific
problems.
The other path that
students may follow is
hardware which involves
design programming or the
actual designing of new
computers.
While the emphasis of
the new department is
computers, Shaw stressed
that
the
general
engineering program is not
discontinued and that
students can still follow
that course of study.
"The advantages to
that type of program,"
Shaw said, "is that
students can study in other
General
departments.
is nonengineering
specialized."
To clarify, Shaw said
that the programs in
traditional departments
are very structured. In
electrical engineering,
students are offered only
two electives in the entire
132 unit program.

General Engineering
He noted that first the
department must change offers a little more leeway
the names of courses in the as far as electives are
process of modifying and concerned, he said.
developing curriculum.
Despite the additon of
When that process is the new department, all
completed Shaw said that courses in the School of
he "expects the depart- Engineering are crowded,
ment to grow as the .Hch Shaw attributes to a
te id
toward
the
resources will allow us."
pro.essicrtal programs at
Currently, students in SJSU.
the computer science
He also attributed the
engineering section of the
new department are in- crowded condition to the
volved in two types of demand that employers
courses, software and have on SJSU graduates.
hardware.
"MS. degree people
Students following a have been sought by local
path of software are as well as by national
into
two corporations, including
separated
specialties -- systems Bell Telephone Laboratory
programming and ap- Research facilities on the
plications programming.
east coast," Shaw said.
Students in systems
write
programming
programs to help other
people use the computers,
according to Shaw.

The new department
chairman has been a
professor in the Electrical
Engineering Department
at SJSU since 1966.

Prisoner aid group
recruits volunteers

team contacted University Police by two-way radio.
However. Koehn said that using just one team of two
to patrol the entire dorm area meant that one hour and 15
minutes elapsed between checks of each dorm building.
In order to decrease the time between each building
check. Koehn said that the security force has been tripled
and that there are now ten teams patrolling the dormitory
area every night.
These teams can be distinguished by bright yellow
jackets which have "Residence Hall Security" written on
the back. Every person on the team carries a two-way
radio so that he can contact the University Police if
necessary.
The teams also patrol inside the dorms on Saturday
and Sunday mornings until 10 a.m.
New dormitory doors have been installed as another
security measure. According to Koehn, the doors used tn
be too easy to pry open. The new doors are much more
secure, Koehn said.
Last semester’s policy of keeping all doors locked at
all times is still in effect, Koehn said. A student may not
enter a dorm where he is not a resident unless escorted by
a resident, Koehn added.
Any student wishing to contact a dorm resident should
dial the 24-hour information service - the number is
posted outside each of the dorm buildings - and ask for the
number of the resident that the student wishes to contact.
The information service will supply the resident’s number. The resident, after being contacted, can then escort
his visitor through the building.
Koehn urged all students to help dormitory security
by reporting any suspicious activities to the University
Police or the residence hall security teams.
"Help us out," he said.
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by Joe Aseo
Draft registration is
having little impact on the
enrollment in the Army or
Air Force ROTC programs
at SJSU.
Assistant professors
Capt. R.D. Shaw of the Air
Force ROTC program and
Capt. Chris Clarke of the
Army ROTC program said
that students don’t consider the possibility of a
dratt when enrolling m the
programs.
Air Force ROTC is not
affected because its cadets
are usually juniors or
seniors and do not have to
register, according to
Shaw. The Air Force ROTC
enrolled 43 students this
year in its two-year upperdivision program.
Clarke is surprised
that draft registration, and
the possibility of the draft,
are not major factors in
students selecting ROTC.
Cli.rke asked one of his
classes if draft registration
played a part in selecting
Army ROTC, and only two
out of 50 cadets said it did.
During the Vietnam
War, enrollment in Army
ROTC surged to as many
as 600 cadets in 1968, according to Clarke. Two
incentives, he said, were
the possibility of going to
graduate school after
college and serving on
active duty as a commissioned officer rather
than as an enlisted man.

July 21 and Aug. 21, according to a San Jose
Mercury article Friday.
Rostker said that 3.6
million of the possible 3.9
million
eligible
men
reported to local post offices to register.

The number of SJSU
students who registered is
not available because the
Selective Service does not
require that men state
which college they go to,
according to Service
spokesperson Lt. Col. John
Abrahamson.

Recycle Bookstore

_spartaguide
The Liberal Studies
Department is holding a
coffee today from 3 .o 5
p.m. in the English Department lounge, room 104 of
the Faculty Offices. The
coffee is to allow new majors to meet other students
in their own discipline.
A free screening of Ernest Hemingways’ -The
Killers" will be presented
tonight at 7 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. The
presentation is co-sponsored by the English Department and Associated
Students.
All El Concilio groups
participating in Chicano
Welcome Week should
come to the Education
Building, room 210, today
from 11 a.m. on for information on flyer distribution.
The Pan-African Student Union will hold a
meeting to organize an anti -draft rally. The meeting
will be in the S.U. Guadalupe Room and is open to
all student organizations.
Call Hanaya Harrison at
294-0286 for more information.
The California Teachers Association is having
membership drive meetings every Monday in September at 2:45 p.m. in the

Education Building, room
334. Call Rich Masters at
(415) 797-4388, or Ed Pelles
at 264 5461 for more informatior..
Students for a Libertarian Society will have a
membership drive and information table outside the
Student Union tomorrow
and Wednesday from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. Call Ms.
Anna I.. Justi at 277-8837 for
further information.
Le Cercle Francais is
holding its next meeting on
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. in
Building N, room 7A, at
Seventh and San Carlos
streets. The purpose of the
meeting will be to confirm
plans and have fun. Call
Mrs. Mary Cantrell at 6297953 for more information.
The San Jose Peace
Center and the SJSU Students for Peace are holding
a meeting at the Campus
Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St., for the purpose of
planning activities for National Anti-Draft, Oct. 12
through 18. For more information, call 297-2299.
St.
Paul’s Young
Adults hold a combination
volleyball game, supper
and program beginning at 4
p.m. every Sunday at 405S.
10th St.

FRESHER BREATH AND A HEALTHIER MOUTH.
I he surface of your tongue is a breeding ground for hat tena this wino laden coating is a
primary source of had breath Evidence indk aim that the dorsum of your tongue is hardly
ever free trom staphlik ow and streptcx ow This bacteria can cause infections that
spread to your throat, teeth. gums. and nasal passage Daily cleaning of your tongue with
I II A helps eliminate this major cause of bad breath
GREAT COMPANION 70 TOOTHBRUSH.
I lie LILA I onguii I leaner does not replace your toothbrush, it supplements it Together
they provide superior oral hygiene In smonds you not only freshen your breath, but
sharply reduce plaque-forming bacteria that leads to tooth decay 10,(51) dentists in
America have the I It A Shouldn’t youf lust print your name and address on a plain sheet
of paper and send it with 55 95 in check or money order to; (OE DAVIS SAILS, RR 1. Dew
D1, Okemah, Oklahoma 74859. and twill immediately mail your I RA Tongue Cleaner
return mall with complete instruc tions MONEY BACK GUARANTEE try your t BA a week
and if you are not Intl% satisfied, return to me for a full refund

Fadden, currently chairperson of the
California State Student’s Association,
said that G.E. requirements or the past
were poor compared to the present revisions.
"I believe the new general education
requirements are one of the most promising things that came out of the (CSUC)
system."

-continued from page I
G.E. requirements in the basic skills
area and the proficiency test will give
more weight and meaning to a college
degree.
"Too many individuals in contemporary society cannot express themselves
will in writing," he said.
Former A.S. President Nancy Mc-

We’ve Moved
Buy, Sell and Trade
Specialists in

The library staff offers
daily tours of their facility
at 10:30 a.m., and 1:30 and
2:30 p.m. Those interested
should meet in the library’s
first floor lobby.
Employers will visit
the campus to interview
December 1980 and May
and summer 1981 graduates. Complete information is available at Career
Planning and Placement,
Building Q, next to the
Business Tower.
The SJSU Concert
Choir meets Monday
through Thursday from
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Credit is
given and the class is open
to all students. For more
information, see Professor
Archibeque in the Music
Building, room 202, from
9:30 to 10:20 a.m., or 1:30 to
3 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Science Fiction
Hardbacks
Paperbacks
138 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE

286-6275

Get the edge! Prepare to tale the

GMAT

Graduate Management Admissions Test
ClassMeets Saturdays, Sept 20.0ct 18. 1980.
9 a.m -1230 pm.
Business Classroom Bldg 111. SJSU campus
Total feels $80 including mate, als
For further information
Office of Continuing EducaticJournalism Classroom Bldg 1368
- San Jose Stale University
San Jose, CA 95192
(408) 277.2182

San Jose State University

MEDICAL

SCHOOL:

HOW TO CURE
A FINANCIAL
HEADACHE.
Take the money worries Out of medical school with an Armed Forces Health
Professions Scholarship Full tuition Books Fees Necessary equipment And
$48.5 a month
Once selected for a Physician scholarship -available from the Army. Navy or
Air Force - you are commissioned as a second lieutenant or an ensign in the
Reserve Serve a 45 -day active-duty period annually while in the program And
agree to serve on active duty after graduation ‘ibu will serve one year for each
year of participation in the scholarship program (3-year minimum commitment)
Nbu receive excellent salary and benefits More importantly you get invaluable
experience working beside dedicated medical people

* Freshens Breath The Natural Way
* Safe, Quick and Pleasant To Use

I oaided by
Assoc fated ...twat..

I

by Frank Dea/e.
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ROTC unaffected by draft Course required if test is failed

After
the
war,
enrollment plummeted to
as low as 78 cadets in the
fall 1978 semester. Army
Friends Outside, an organization devoted to aiding ROTC cadet enrollment
this semester is 119.
prisoners and their families, is recruiting volunteers.
Interested persons will be interviewed by Friends
Selective
Service
Outside to serve as tutors or counselors for inmates. Director Bernard Rostker
Persons are also needed ae weekend camping counselors said on Sept. 4 that 93
for children of prisoners.
percent of the nation’s
Orientations for youth program volunteers will be eligible 19- and 20-year-old
held at 7 p.m., Sept. 30 and Oct. 9 at the Friends Outside men registered between
office, 551 Stockton Ave.
Orientation is also scheduled for persons interested in
talking with inmates in prisons. Those meetings will be
held at 6 p.m., Oct. 14, and 1 p.m., Oct. 15, at 551 Stockton
Ave.
For more information about Friends Outside, call 295E033.

THIS WED. 7& 10P.M.
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For more information mail this coupon to

I

Armed Forces Scholarships PO Box C1776, Huntington Station. NY 11746
Yes, I am interested in Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship
opportunities for physicians I understand there is no obligation (0M)
Army 0

Air Force

NavY Li

.7. HMO
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